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One distinctive feature of Australian reading practce

durinc the paP:t decade has been the use of "cleze" procedure reading

compsehensien tests. Tests by NcLeed (1967), NeLecd and Anderson

(1972) and .i.A.kins Andrewz- (1974) have been widely used. Observa-

tion of children's attempts at such "cloze" tests suggested that

much diagnostic information could be obtained. A belief that diag-

nosis is most valid in a teaching rather than a testing situation

and that "cloze" procedures are effective in teaching as well as in

testin led to-the research described hern.

The relationship between "cloze" demands and reading comprehension.

As a teaching technique "cloze" programs are frequently suggest-

ed fer improving readin comprehension although few reports have

considered which of the program demands are effective in stimulating

performance. There is often tl'e implication that benefits mainly

stem from changes in the reader's role from passive receiver or

word by word caller, to active participant who must respond to the.

messace. This conception of the reader's role further implies

that comprehension will depend not only on the content of the message

but also on the characteristics of the reader who is taking an 7ictive

synt hesizing role (Neisser, 1967).

The characteristics of the reader which most influence this role

include his motivation, his past experience with the comlepts repre-

sented by the passage and the present development of his language and
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cognitive structures. If a child's reading comprehension skills are

to be improved, would seem that these are the important character-

istics to be considered and further developed.

elating these characteristics to the design of a "cloze" prosram

suests first that the material be of interest to the reader. It

should also attempt to extend the ran;e of concepts already within

te chil's experience and while it should be related to his present

development of language and cognition it should also offer the

onportunity to go "beyond the information given" (Bruner, 1973). It

seems t"nat such an opportunity is inherent in the nature of "cloze"

activity since it has many similarities to Bruner*s description of

active learning in which the learner constructs hypotheses, alters

these in the face of conflicting evidence and thus arrives at novel

solutions.

It should be noticed, however, that not all appropriate responses

to a "cloze" exercise involve active learning. For instance, 'the

d(T. wassed his requires only a low level of conscious pro-

cessing for solution. If active learning is to be encouraged as a

pro-requisite for the development of comprehension skills, this type

of over-learned response is not as relevant as one which requires a

deeper level of processinE and the application of problem solving

skills. "Their island is so you can ualk around it in a

faw (Elkins and Andrews, 1974).

The next stage of conscious awareness appears to be involved in

thinking aloud and in verbalizing about one's own processing

strategies. It is interesting that maJiy writers have recommended this

as a follow-up tc the compl4Aion of "cloze" exercises (Jongsmal 1971).
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varhalization, children muz-rt not only be aware of the appropriate

rcao=lon,5 tdr choosing a response but they must also explain their

r00,0n1.5 to ethers and, if necessary, defend their choice. Ryan's

(19 ) review of meta-linguistic development would suggest that

cecieus awareness vieuld be beyond the capabilities of younger child-

ro-, eJ thOUd, they may 111-Ive used appropriate strategies and arrived

atl g.ceeptable solution. Tt does seem, however, that this may be

1e55 apParent for exercises in which the missing element is a label,

or concrete description rather than a relationship.

.1ren in cases where children have to grope towards an articulate

r05,5ion, this Personal involvement and inter-action with languagp

1.-present5 what mally writers on classroom language (e.g. Barnes,

,h,j.ttcra, losen (1971))believe to he necessary if children are to make

Imowledge their own. In more formal terms, the latter also re-

rcsQlito the organization of information into long term memory after

It ho received selective attention.

:it is with reg4rd to the usefulness of this organization that

teacllevo plaY a vital role. nroadbent (1975) has reminded us that

&.f illformatien is to be useful, it must be organized in long-term

rcleal°1'y j-11 such a way that a direct connection is possible between

the lilferMation and the situation in which it is to be later used.

As all J.111stration, a child may check a "cloze" response appropriately

t)ut Ilot learn from his action that he can subsequently bring the same

t° bear WorXing out an unknown word in a story book.

order to foster the connection between the child's present

kill Old its later application, the "clOze" exercises should be

tc.11°Wad hot only the the children's discussion of words chosen but
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also b:7 teacher-directed attention to the possibilities of usin.,-;

the saz:e strategies in future reading. By drawing attention to the

specific factors which led to an acceptable response and demonstrat-

ting witll more examples, the teacher may heighten the child's perception

cf con:,:t as a source of semntic and syntactic cues bon for word

att,7.01: word meaning.

is customary for readin teachers to adopt a systematic

aproach to the teacl'inc of phonic skills and structural analysio .

of the aims of a "cloze" program is to help children fin:: nat

a :.:./steatic use of context clues is also feasible.

Using a "cloze" program in a third grade classroom.

..i2he writers devised a series of exercises to be given regularly

by teachers in their third grad::: classrooms . 2.;ach exercise took

anpro;:imately half an hour to complete and four exercises were

scheduled for.each week.

lord attack.

.1.1e initial tasks required only the over-learned type of

response, and nursery rhymes, definitions and familiar exp:essions

provided sentences in which a missing word is highly predictable

from te remaining context. This allowed the teachers to demon-

strate to children that they have already developed a skill in

usinL; prediction which will be useful to them as a reading stratey.

In later exercises, predictability was enhanced by using stories

which had been written by children of similar age. By using these

stories it was believed that there would be less chance of a mis-

match between the conceptual and language structures of the children
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and those of the written passages, A language experience approach

(llalyeat & Jorman, 1975) would be most suitable for individual use

fro both a predictability and motivational point of view but the

pres2nt scheme seems to be an appropriate compromise for classroom

1,,f-3e, irrespective of the reading approach adopted by the teacher.

passages included narrative, fantasy, and exposition with

"clozei blanks for every fifth word or every fifth content word or,

in sofAe cases, the deletion of a certain form class. In addition,

shorter exercises required the completion of a sentence or para-

graph sr) that instead of filling in a missing word, the child had

to provide complete phrases or sentences which were compatible with

tic-s, text provided. It was intended that the children would be

stimtllated to process words and phrases immediately for meaning and

to start making predictions about missinE: information.

1. Into the blazing builcing

2. In the train

If it gets in

Although this kind of exercise serves a useful purpose, a

sentence completion task does not expose children to the-extra cues

whic, are available in connected discourse. For this reason, they

are not suitable as sole methods of building prediction skills. A

:loloze'' passage has the advantage that it can be used to demonGtrate

that semantic and syntactic cues also lie within the flow of discourse

ancl are not necessarily bound by sentence limits. This is an import-

ant feature and the need to direct children's attention to these cues

seemed particularly necessary since an earlier study comparing the

oral reading errors of third graders with their "cloze" errors had
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suggested tliat c::ildrn tended to process words around the "cloze"

blanks only at the phrase level. They made significantly more errors

acceta at phrase ratl,er than sentence level in their "cloze'l

res2on.:.:es but not in their oral errors, perhaps because a "cloze'

blanl: is perceptually conspicuous for young children and so influences

teir processing strategies. .2o counteract this tendency, the prac-

tice of ruading the mutilated text before starting the exercise was

followed throughout (Bertnick e. Lopardo, 1973) and some exercises were

e)rusll- designed to Live practice in using cuus well removed from

the required response blank. This is illustrated by the first word

missin': in the following story.

One day, i'eter saw a in the window of the hobby

shop. Peter a very determined boy and would

anything to get whct he

v o larycabu
. . . _Devolumont

1,0 really wanted this ',boat.

iLs well a5 giving children practice in the use of context clues

to fill in missing words or phrases, exercises were also designed to

help t3,e children learn tat the same kind of clues can also be used

to )i-ovide the meaning of an unknown word. One such passage intro-

duce(.1 -ne word luminous in the final paragraph.

So Becky coated paper a special luminous paint.

If she put the painted paper a lamp, it would trap-

the light. The paper glowed for hours and Becky was

to write in the dark.
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A sentence completion toot including the item

Luminous means

was giv,,n before and after the class complete the "cloze" exercse.

"J2his indicated that 19 cut of 60 children were able to give the

correct meaning after but not before reading the "cloze" story, and

onu child responded with what is almost an unsolicited testimonal:

flAt thirst I thout it ment dark now I know it means liL;ht''.

vocabulary exercises included passages in which only certain

deocrirtive words were deleted, i.e those describing a sound or move-

ment. T'Jis also gave the children an opportunity to compare stereo-

typed descriptions with possible alternatives. Class suggestions

for sounds, of birds, and of chilCren, included

tweet, whistle, song, chirp, cheep, chatter and squawk for the first

word ;.),..t te second word as chosen from the noisy end of the scale,

yell, scream, shout, cry, call, cl:atter, while only one of seventy

children suggested laughter!

This type of exercise is also suitable for use with older readers

and if an extract from a story or poem is used, the author's choice

of words can later be compared and contrasted with the class versions.

Diagnosis .

laso included in the program were a variety of exercises which

drew attention to the role of function words and checked childrenis

understanding of thc relationships expressed. These included tran-

sition words which signalled cause and effect (because, so), contrast

(but), tine order (before, after, then next, when while, as soon as)

and condition (if ... then). In most cases these were first used in

a "cloze" story but in conventional "cloze" tasks with no given

sample of words from which to choose a response, many children

responded with "and" to signify any form of continuing relationship.
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The different relationships were thcln later examined further in

exercises of varying task demands.

A. 1,_e day, when John an,f. Peter were home, they saw

a little The kitten was very dirt:y and

to be hungry. The boys took her and gave her some

-
Tei: day, John and 1.-eter went back to the

and

After a a boy came up and said "

John and Peter were that the kitten was...
back to her home but they were a little to see

her goe

B. 1. .he children went swimming so

2. The children went swimming but

3. The children went swimming because

C. Choose your answer from one of these words: - so
if
because

1. He is tired he did not sleep well last night.

2. Ann liked reading she wanted a book for her

birthday.

3. My grandfather is deaf have to speak

loudly to him.
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This procedure indicated that some children of this age do not fully

understand these relationships. The distinction between "so" and

because" was not known and many children confused the meanings of

sentences in which "before", "after", "as soon as" were used in such

a way tl-,at the written order did not correspond to the event order.

This lc..ttr confUsion has been well documented in research into

ellildren's oral langue development (Clark, 1971) and it may be

antici,lated that the difficulties would become even more pronounced

in a task which involves production within a reading and writinL.;

framework.

Uther difficulties which have been reported by researchers

into clildren's language development were also identified. These

included reversible sentences, tag questions, pronoun referents and

the ack-tell distinction investigated by Chomsky (1969). Of these,

the moLt prevalent confusion lay in the question-answer concept which

has iuplications also for punctuation, since the confusion was often'

reflected in errors in the use of inverted commas and question marks.

The girl asked the boy what to feed tho cat. The girl

said,

The children's answer to this was often "cat food" or "why don't you

feed him cat food?" or "Kit-Kat". Perhaps the best known "clozen

test related to this construction is the first passage of the GAP

;Zeadin7, Comprehension Form n. (1cLeod, 1967).

"Will be a jet pilot when you grow

mother asked Tom.
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:.eroent of a fifth 1,7.rade sample wrote I for the first

reson:-_,,e which may ncIicatc both e:.;o,:entrism and a continuing diffi-

culty with this form of construction.

- ):..se of "cloze" technicl-2s auL;mented by sentence completion

prow.;d to be a conveni:nt classrooz: method of diagnosing

tic confusions. Y.r1 Izeepirc,: with present lliefs that chi:clren

tIleir own rules from th:iir lanuae environment, it seems

tH next step will b.-2 for teachers to devise models in a form

children can rcadil:T interpret. -A)r instance, question-allswer

in the classroom and time order e;:amples may be cued by

praltic considerations.

I put on my shorJs after I put on my socks.

Before I get dresed in -Lle mornings, 1 get out of d.

,T:ddition to its diagnostic value, the "cloze" program was

dco effective in raising th- children's reading comprehension sIdlls

(mea6ured by standardized tests) after both an initial and a su'oseru-

ent period of eight weekF; It may be inferred that the task deands

of -Lie exercises, the language interaction which followed, and

teacher-directed attention to specific applications, have all contri-

butecl to growth in the conceptual and linguistic skills which influ-

ence comprehension. The relative contribution of these three factors

is not known and indeed thi:3 will vary from individual to individual.

it should also be noted that each one of these factors

may e:dst at different levels. Tasks may vary from those requiring a

low level of conscious processing to those demanding a high lov31 of
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reasoning ability. The languaL;e interaction may change from an

abbreviated almost telegraphic supply of labels to a sophisticated

analysi of linguistic processing.

Teacher-directed attention may at first focus on highly predic-

able contxt but may later be expanded to the we of transition

clues and inference from more abstract textual materials.

ac one of tbse factors may be varied according to the

characteristics of tbe individual larner and at different ages each

child may benefit from a program which attempted to match these

factors to his needs and present development.

1 3
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